This guide provides you with the information you need about Level 2: NLP/HNLP Practitioner Course offered by IntraAwareness in Minnesota, USA. This course is to become a NLP/HNLP Practitioner or for those looking for a unique opportunity for deep Personal Development.

**Applicant Interview Process**

Participation in the NLP 101 is a part of the in-person application process, which will review the applicant’s previous experience and education, motivation for pursuing IntraAwareness’s program, ethics, and appropriate personality traits and character for doing the work of an NLP & HNLP Practitioner. Applicants may be rejected for any reason deemed by the IntraAwareness staff; reasons will be shared with applicants upon request. An online questionnaire must be completed prior to acceptance to the NLP 101 in-person application process.

**Attending the OnenessNLP™ 101 is a Prerequisite to this Practitioner Training. Make sure to grab your spot at one of the three upcoming dates below to qualify to apply.**

- **December 2018** (Minneapolis): [https://nlpdecember2018.eventbrite.com](https://nlpdecember2018.eventbrite.com)

**2019 Course Dates & Times**

**NLP/HNLP Practitioner**

**WEEKEND IMMERSION (9:30am – 6:30pm daily)**

- **March 15-17** | Friday - Sunday
- **April 19-21** | Friday - Sunday
- **May 17-19** | Friday - Sunday
- **June 14-16** | Friday - Sunday

**Graduation Celebration** | June 16th | 6:30pm-8pm

Secure your spot by submitting your deposit here: [https://level2practitioner2019.eventbrite.com](https://level2practitioner2019.eventbrite.com)
Your Commitment

• **Pre-Course Requirements:**
  - OnenessNLP™ 101 Course (27hrs)

• **Graduation Requirements:**
  - Complete all Growth-Work between classes
  - Completion and full attention & participation of all hours of class time
  - Adherence to all policies & procedures
  - Pass exam which includes written portion & induction with Instructor

• **Post Graduation Benefits:**
  - Retake the course at discounted rate
  - Ongoing support through monthly online Practicums
  - Qualify for advanced trainings through IntraAwareness System
  - Eligible for membership to the American Board of Neuro-Linguistic Programming, an organization that promotes the highest standard of ethics, quality and integrity of our profession
  
  https://2019hypnotherapy.eventbrite.com

The Curriculum | Resources + Models + Assessments + Techniques + Exercises

  - YOU MUST MAKE A CHOICE NEO
  - ONENESSNLP POSITIVE MENTAL FRAMES “INTERNAL & EXTERNAL” (RESOURCE)
  - MASTER KEY INSIGHT (RESOURCE)
  - ALL ABOUT THE MIND (RESOURCE)
  - ANATOMY OF THE SUB-CONSCIOUS MIND (MODEL)
  - THE NEO AND THE EGO (RESOURCE)
  - LEADING INTO PERIPHERAL AWARENESS (EXERCISE)
  - PERIPHERAL AWARENESS (MODEL)
  - THE 5 STAGES OF MASTERY (MODEL)
  - WHAT KIND OF A LEARNER ARE YOU (ASSESSMENT)
  - LEARNING PERCENTAGES (RESOURCE)
  - CHARACTERISTICS OF V,A,K LEARNERS (RESOURCE)
  - CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG PICTURE & DETAIL LEARNERS (RESOURCE)
  - SENSORY ACUITY AKA READING PEOPLE (RESOURCE)
  - HOW TO READ EYE MOVEMENTS (MODEL)
  - HOW TO READ EYE MOVEMENTS (EXERCISE)
  - COMMON TRAITS OF V,A,K LEARNERS (RESOURCE)
  - 6 COMMUNICATION TRACKS (RESOURCE)
  - IMPORTANT EYE PATTERN(RESOURCE)
  - TECHNICAL- ANATOMY OF THE UN-CONSCIOUS MIND (MODEL)
  - BMIRS (RESOURCE)
  - AUDITORY PREDICATES - 7% (EXERCISE)
  - COMMUNICATION TRACKS AND PREDICATES (RESOURCE)
  - ADVANCED CALIBRATION (RESOURCE)
  - WHAT IS A CHARGE? (RESOURCE)
  - HOW TO DISSOLVE A CHARGE (STRATEGY)
  - MODELING (RESOURCE)
• THE "NLP PATTERN" (MODEL)
• NLP PATTERN EXPLAINED (RESOURCE)
• ONENESSNLP PROCESS OVERVIEW (STRATEGY)
• STATES VS. OUTCOMES (RESOURCE)
• UNDERSTANDING MENTAL MAPS (RESOURCE)
• SUBMODALITIES (MODEL)
• MAP ACROSS (EXERCISE)
• MAP ACROSS (TECHNIQUE)
• SUBMODALITIES CHECKLIST (RESOURCE)
• SUBMODALITIES EXPANDED LIST (RESOURCE)
• VOICE TONALITY - 38% (RESOURCE)
• MASTER KEY INSIGHT (RESOURCE)
• AUDITORY SCRAMBLE (TECHNIQUE)
• THE SWISH PATTERN (TECHNIQUE)
• TRANSFORMING LIMITING BELIEFS (EXERCISE)
• THE BELIEF CHANGE (TECHNIQUE)
• EMOTIONAL STATES (RESOURCE)
• ALL ABOUT ANCHORING (RESOURCE)
• SETTING A KINESTHETIC ANCHOR (TECHNIQUE)
• COLLAPSING A KINESTHETIC ANCHOR (TECHNIQUE)
• CHAINING KINESTHETIC ANCHORS (EXERCISE)
• META-STATES (RESOURCE)
• MAPPING STATES (EXERCISE)
• RESOURCE STATES (RESOURCE)
• REMEMBERING YOUR HIGHER SELF (RESOURCE)
• THE META MODEL (RESOURCE)
• 12½ KEYS (RESOURCE)
• EXPLORING MODAL OPERATORS (RESOURCE)
• CHUNKING (MODEL)
• REFRAMING (RESOURCE)
• TYPES OF FRAMES (RESOURCE)
• 6 STEP REFRAME (TECHNIQUE)
• EYE OF AWARENESS (TECHNIQUE)
• VISAL SQUASH (MODEL)
• META PROGRAMS (RESOURCE)
• 16 META PROGRAMS (RESOURCE)
• HO’OPONOPONO (TECHNIQUE)
• TIME LINE THERAPY (RESOURCE)
• HEALING THROUGH TIME (TECHNIQUE)
• FAST PHOBIA CURE (TECHNIQUE)
• WALT DISNEY (STRATEGY)
• STRATEGIES/TOTE (MODEL)
• THE POWER OF METAPHOR (RESOURCE)
• METAPHOR LIST (RESOURCE)
• LEVEL 3 HYPNOSIS (RESOURCE)
• MILTON MODEL (REFERENCE)
• SIMPLE TRANCE (EXERCISE)
Calendar Year
Calendar year is January 1 through December 31. Individual Class dates are provided at www.IntraAwareness.com

The following holidays are excluded from the school teaching dates:
- Memorial Day
- July 4th
- Labor Day
- Thanksgiving Day
- Christmas Day

Enrollment Dates
Open Ended Enrollment determined by Class Dates listed at www.IntraAwareness.com

Attendance Policy
Because of the nature of the material is highly experiential, regular and full attendance & participation is required for Certificate of Completion upon graduation. Makeup of singular missed half day may be possible at the discretion of your Trainer, which will be approved at least one month in advance. The makeup of a full day may require additional fees due to the switch from a group learning setting to private tutorial. The fee for private tutorial is $225/hr. Individual issues will be processed on a case-by-case basis through our open door policy.

Grading Policy
In-person participation for techniques with classmates, and discussion is mandatory for all scheduled class hours. Growth-Work is a mandatory home practice that will be required between monthly classes. The class will complete discussion and group processing of Growth-Work each month. Completion of final written exam with passing grade of 70% is required for Practitioner Graduation. Certificate of Completion to become and NLP/HNLP Practitioners upon graduation is not guaranteed by registering for this class. All requirements of Attendance, Grading, Growth-Work and Applied Skill Set must be met for Certificate of Completion upon graduation. A 10-minute check in during month three (3) will provide feedback on areas to focus on for successful Certificate of Completion upon graduation. Many take this course for personal development or self-improvement if not to become an NLP & HNLP Practitioner.

Conduct Policy
Participants are expected to conduct themselves as mature and law-abiding members of the IntraAwareness community and the general community. Behavior that jeopardizes the health or safety of the IntraAwareness community, or disrupts the educational activities and supporting services of IntraAwareness, is subject to review and dismissal.
Participants are expected to be respectful of the opinions of others, open minded to new ideas, cooperative with IntraAwareness staff and other students, and to respectfully represent the modalities taught, within the greater community.

Examples of unacceptable behavior include excessive tardiness/absence; disrespect to IntraAwareness staff or fellow students; lack of attention or effort in learning the techniques and information presented. Such behaviors, if in the eyes of IntraAwareness staff is deemed to be persistent, will result in private discussion with IntraAwareness staff, and may result in dismissal.

Not following agreed upon payment plan for course, if any, will result in dismissal.

Investment
2019 Minnesota Base Course Fee*: $2,999. Class fees are all inclusive of: Manual, Snacks, Tea.

* Base Course Fee is priced for 2019 courses located Minneapolis, MN. Course fees will vary based on location of course around the world. See www.IntraAwareness.com for up to date pricing for specific Course Offerings outside of the Classroom Location listed above.

Previous Credit
No previous or transfer credits are applicable to this program.

Complaint Procedure
Open Door Policy: Any concerns or complaints are always welcome for in-person discussion and resolution.

Cancellations & Refunds
(Specific to classes located in Minnesota, USA only)

If your application is rejected, you will receive a full refund of all tuition, fees, and other charges. You will be entitled to a full refund of tuition, fees, and other charges if you give written notice that you are cancelling your enrollment within five days of being accepted into the school or program. This five-day refund policy applies regardless of when the program starts. If you give written notice more than five days after you have been accepted into the school or program (or first lesson for an online distance education program), you will receive a refund of all tuition, fees, and other charges minus 15%, up to $50, of the total cost of the program. You will be provided a prorated tuition, fees, and other charges refund minus a 25%, up to $100 administrative if you provide written notice of your withdrawal after your program has begun, but before 75% program has completed. If you withdraw from your program after 75% of the program has completed, you are not entitled to a refund of tuition, fees, and other charges.
You will receive written notice acknowledging your withdraw request within 10 business days after receipt of the notice and you will receive a refund of any tuition, fees, and other charges within 30 business days of receipt of your withdrawal. Written notice is effective of the date of the postmark if sent by mail or the day it has been hand-delivered to the institution. If you do not withdraw in writing or contact the institution about your absence, and you have not attended your program for 21 consecutive days, you will be considered to have withdrawn from the school as of your last date of attendance.

You have a right to cancel your enrollment and receive a refund as described above by delivering a written notice to: IntraAwareness, 3030 McKinley Street NE, Mpls MN 55418. You do not have the right to cancel by telephoning or e-mailing the school, or by not attending a course you are registered for.

Discounted (Early Bird) Course Withdrawal Pricing: If you withdraw from discounted program pricing, you will be charged the full individual course fee for any completed courses. You will be refunded or charged based on the standard investment rates.

About Your Trainer Jeremiah Rangel
Jeremiah Rangel has spent 20 years in Minneapolis, Minnesota developing his practice as a professional educator, trainer and healer. His passion for helping others overcome their limitations and realize their personal goals is felt in all he does, he truly walks the walk of self-transformation. He is a transformative educator and trainer who approaches his work with obvious passion and expertise. Jeremiah is there to remind us that, “You can break through any limiting beliefs that are holding you back and transform them into positive resources that propel you forward!”

He created IntraAwareness, a four-pillar system which connects the Body, Mind, Consciousness and Wealth. He offers physical training for achieving strength, flexibility and nutrition coaching to bring health and balance to the body. He is a Master Practitioner and Trainer of Hypnosis and Neuro-Linguistic Programing (NLP). He created OnenessNLP™ the third generation of NLP which infuses Higher Consciousness with Psychological Technologies. These are powerful therapies to overcome the thoughts and patterns, which fog the sunlit path to happiness and success. He addresses the deep sense of loneliness that keeps us separate from oneness; this is known as spiritual suffering. Jeremiah excels as a spiritual guide by directly identifying and dealing with patterns and thoughts, which limit us bringing understanding and experience to nurture spiritual development.

About IntraAwareness
3030 McKinley Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55418
Phone: 612-930-2662

IntraAwareness is a convenient 20-minute drive from the St.Paul-Minneapolis airport, in Northeast Minneapolis. Our seminar room has hosted thousands of hours of workshops, meditations and training, providing a collective energy of healing, support and empowerment.
Close to many hotels, Airbnbs, malls, restaurants, grocery stores & entertainment the location of this training provides a fun atmosphere for after class camaraderie and bonding with classmates and friends.

IntraAwareness is owned and operated by Jeremiah Rangel, Founder and Co-Founder and Administrative Director Amanda Rangel. IntraAwareness is a privately owned and operation intuition, operating as an LLC, incorporated in Minnesota.

IntraAwareness is a private career school licensed with the Minnesota Office of Higher Education pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 136A.821 to 136A.832. Licensure is not an endorsement of the institution. Credits earned at IntraAwareness may not be transferable to other institutions. Licensure protects your rights. As a licensed institution, we have regulations regarding enrollment, quality of programs, and maintenance of records. Our programs and course descriptions have been reviewed by the State of Minnesota Office of Higher Education. While this is not the same as accreditation and the state does not offer a guarantee of quality instruction for licensed institutions, our investment in this process illustrates our dedication to providing the most comprehensive instruction and follow up support to enable your success.

IntraAwareness is an approved School of Hypnosis by the American Board of Hypnotherapy, an organization that promotes the highest standard of ethics, quality and integrity of our profession.

**Minnesota Office of Higher Education**
1450 Energy Park Drive, Suite 350
St. Paul, MN 55108-5227
Attachment “A”
To be completed for student file.

IntraAwareness
Acknowledgement and Informed Consent

This Acknowledgement and Informed Consent (the "Agreement") applies to the following Courses authorized by IntraAwareness LLC (IntraAwareness): Oneness Awakening Course, OnenessNLP™ 101 Certificate, NLP & HNLP Training, Hypnotherapy Training, and IntraAwareness Life Coaching Certification, whether offered under these or any other name, on its own or in conjunction with another course authorized by IntraAwareness or as part of any process, course or program authorized by IntraAwareness including without limitation any course authorized by IntraAwareness from time to time after execution of this Agreement (referred to herein individually and collectively as the "Courses").

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
I hereby request and consent to receive any and all of the Courses.

I understand that the Courses may involve significant and potentially uncomfortable or challenging psychological and/or emotional experiences, and I acknowledge that the nature, and possibility of my having such experiences has been explained to me, I have had the chance to ask questions about this, and I fully and knowledgeably consent to assuming any risks of any such experiences, should they occur. I understand that I have the right to ask the IntraAwareness Trainer any questions I may have about the Courses or about the qualifications of the IntraAwareness Trainer, and to discontinue the Courses at any time. I understand that Courses are intended for those of sound mental health and hereby take full responsibility for my mental health. I understand that I have disclosed to the IntraAwareness Trainer any pre-existing mental health issues in full and my acceptance to attend Courses is based on my transparent disclosure of any pre-existing issues.

Although there are many happy students of the Course, many of whom have provided testimonials, their results may not be typical for everyone and they are not intended to guarantee, promise, represent and/or assure that I will achieve similar results from taking the Course. Each person’s success and results depends on many factors, including dedication, desire and motivation. I accept the risk of not achieving any results (or less than desirable results) from taking the Course. This Course does not provide any professional financial, legal, medical or psychological services or advice. None of the content of the Course cures or treats any mental condition. I am responsible for my own physical, mental and emotional well-being, decisions, choices, actions and results. IntraAwareness disclaims any and all liability for my reliance on any opinions or advice contained in the Course.

If I decide to share with the IntraAwareness Trainer any results from my experiences with the Courses, this information may be retained by the IntraAwareness Trainer and shared (but only on an anonymous basis, unless permission is given) with researchers or made public.

My decision to participate in any of the Courses is based solely on my personal experience, if any, with IntraAwareness programs and Courses and I acknowledge that no Facilitator has influenced me to enter into this Agreement, to participate in these Courses or promised or warranted to me that the Courses will provide any benefits or particular results. I acknowledge that my participation in any of these courses is for self-development and personal enrichment, and affirm that I freely and voluntarily choose to participate in the Courses.

I shall comply with all the rules and regulations associated with the Courses and will conduct myself in a manner that will not disrupt the smooth functioning of the Courses. I understand by attending certain Courses I will be practicing Techniques and Exercises with my classmates and I hereby disclaim that I am
ready and willing to do so. I understand that if I have any concerns about any techniques or exercises it is my responsibility to address them with the Course trainer immediately to be resolved. I understand that IntraAwareness has an “Open Door Policy” to discuss and resolve any student issues in a timely manner. I understand it is my sole responsibility to utilize this policy to address any concerns I may have.

I acknowledge that all of the “Facilitators” are dedicated to benefiting the individual, society and world, and that they devote substantial resources and energy to fulfill these valuable purposes. I desire to ensure that the activities of these Facilitators are not hindered by the expense and other burdens involved in defending legal proceedings. I agree that the Facilitators shall not be liable for any claims based on any negligent or unintentional acts or omissions or damages of any nature arising out of my participation in the Courses now or in the future, including, without limitation, those that may be associated with the Courses themselves or any real or personal property used by a Facilitator in connection with any of the Course and I agree not to bring any legal actions against any Facilitator for any such claims. I release the Facilitators from all such claims and damages, and for all breaches of expressed and implied warranties (including warranty of merchantability). Any Facilitator shall be entitled to enforce this provision of this Agreement by injunctive relief as well as be entitled to any other legal or equitable remedy.

I hereby acknowledge that by participating in the Courses I will be exposed to certain information, knowledge or teachings (“Knowledge”). This Knowledge constitutes information that is provided to me for my own understanding and is provided to me only in the unique circumstances under which the Courses are conducted. I understand that the Facilitators have undertaken through these Courses to train me as a practitioner (specific to course completed). I agree I will not represent myself to the public in any manner at any time as a practitioner trained by IntraAwareness or any of its affiliates, unless I have successfully completed such Courses and have been provided with Certificate of Completion upon graduation to prove such completion. I hereby agree to not attempt to compile and distribute the Knowledge to the public by website, email, printed matter or by any electronic or other means.

I have read, or someone has read to me, this consent. I have also had an opportunity to ask questions about its content, and by signing below I agree to all of the above.

______________________________
Print Name (Clearly)

______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Date

Address: __________________________________________

Telephone No: ________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________

(Please print legibly)